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courageous enough to stand or fall by the value of its own
products, even though he himself happened to be only an
immigrant from the banks of other rivers or perhaps only a
bird of passage. On the contrary, he has missed his opportun-
ity, shirked his responsibility, and displayed his lack of social
sense, when he has measured his success merely by his pupils'
place in an examination-list, when as a wholesale merchant
he has been content with selling the correct quantity of
abstract information to the future retail distributors, or when
he has encouraged research as an end in itself regardless of
the practical experience and future career of the student.
(ii) Adult Education without the Universities.
If education means the focusing of influences conducive to
the development of a higher standard of thought or action,
then there is no reason why it should stop short at any definite
age.
To eighteenth-century publicists, moral education seemed
the chief rational purpose and justification of an established
church. And Adam Smith's chapter on the economics of adult
education was devoted mainly to a discussion of the supply,
demand, and market price of clergymen.
But there came a time when the homely moral wisdom
beloved of the eighteenth century needed supplementing.
Anderson of Glasgow conducted evening classes. A chair that
he endowed was occupied by Dr. Birkbeck, who found that
no students were more interested in his scientific apparatus
than the mechanics who made it. And when Birkbeck migrated
to London in the 1820's the idea of mechanics' institutes
followed him, to be taken up by Brougham and the scientific
radicals in the belief that the systematic diffusion of useful
information would bring the working-classes more benefit
than they had gained from the political agitation of 1819.
Between 1826 and 1851, however, a large proportion of these
mechanics' institutes tended to develop into literary and

